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Dear Parent / Carers
We are now half way through the first half term of the year.
The children have settled in to the routines and are working hard. We have already had a visit
from our Patron of Reading, Ross Montgomery. I always think months and terms in school go
quickly as we are always planning and preparing for the next block of learning and the next block of
work.
Every moment is precious and we must remember to spend time in the present. Enjoy the world
around us and the changing seasons. Take time to make memories and to remember what we are
learning.
Talking about learning really helps it to stick in the memory. We always share what the children are
learning on the website so rather than ask "What did you do in school today?" Ask more focused
questions like "What did you learn about World War 2 (Year 6)?" or "Tell me about the Owl Babies
(EYFS)?"
Best wishes
Simon Pollard
I am currently reading.....

Porthpean - Celebration - H.Edyvean for looking and listening. L.Monk for always being in the
right place at the right time and doing the right thing.
Mawgan Porth - Celebration - F.Chapman and A.Phillimore
Greenaway - Celebration - J.Jordan for communicating his understanding in all areas.
G.Dingle wood for listening and concentrating so well at school.
Carlyon Bay - Celebration - S.Hicks for showing determination towards her work. Responsibility - O.Gregory for taking responsibility for the neatness of his work and really improving his
handwriting.

Perrenporth - Celebration - C.Taylor for working so hard to produce neat handwriting.
Responsibility - M.Jula for always doing the right thing at the right time.
Harlyn Bay - Celebration - L.Wilcock for being a role model to all children in our class and for
consistently sparkling in all areas of her learning. Responsibility - B.Martin for taking responsibility of his own attitude towards his learning in English.
Sennen - Celebration - S.Orchard for brilliant effort and focus. U.Osmond for outstanding
perseverance and effot in everything he has done this week, resulting in some amazing work.
Bamaluz - Celebration - S.Prynne for her perfect presentation. S.Thomas for her perseverance
in Maths.
Porthluney - Celebration - S.Lodwick for trying her best in all subjects. Responsibility W.Hellewell-Rollings for making brilliant choices and taking responsibility for his own learning.
Hemmick - Celebration - J.Tsangari for showing excellent enthusiasm for his learning and
always participating in lessons. Responsibility - K.Lavis for sparkling with outstanding
manners, kindness and commitment to his learning.
Polzeath - Celebration - R.Kearns for making fantastic progress in your swimming lessons this
week.
Responsibility - E.Johnson for showing kindness and giving to a friend in need.
Prefects: E.Powell and E. Wills
Prefects: B.Derriman/L-J Fitzpatrick and I.Cockayne

Foundation Stage children were thrilled that Ross Montgomery visited them today.
The children enjoyed Ross’ lively retelling of ‘10 Delicious Teachers’.
“It was so funny.”
“I liked the monster that took the teacher in the sky.”
“I liked it when the teacher told the monsters off.”
The children were inspired to create their own monsters from their imagination after the
session.

